
Eating out: video B 
 
In Lyons, there are restaurants for every different taste and for all pockets. 
 
Nat: “Where do you go to eat cheaply?” 
 
Fabrice: “Right for eating cheaply we usually go to restaurants that sell open sandwiches. Small 
sandwiches with salad inside. They’re very good, not too expensive and it’s a friendly thing to do.” 
 
Levent: “Me, I would go eat in a snack-bar, steak and chips or I’ll have a salad possibly, at a salad-bar. 
That’s what I’d do.” 
 
Nat: “What kind of cooking do you prefer?” 
 
Levent: I really like French cooking but I also like Turkish and Greek cooking, generally I like all 
Meditanean cooking a lot.” 
 
Nat: “And you, what do you prefer in terms of cooking?” 
 
Fabrice: “Me - I think nothing compares to French cooking. I love it! South western cooking with foie gras, 
every dish using duck, I find that really good!”  
 
Nat: “Do you ever go to smart restaurants and on what occasions?” 
 
Levent: “ I do sometimes go to smart restaurants for special occasions like a birthday, New Year’s Eve or 
a wedding etc. So that’s when.”  
 
Nat: “And you?" 
 
Fabrice: “Very rarely because it’s true it’s very expensive. So generally it’s when I get invited! But I have 
been invited to a wedding, a birthday, New Year’s Day. But it has only really been exceptionally.” 
 
Nat: “What is the best restaurant you’ve ever been to?” 
 
Guillaume: “In Lyons, It is Philippe Chavant’s The Tour Rose. You have a mixture of sweet and salted 
flavours... You have a mixture of different foods which should not have...should not have gone together. 
At Philippe Chavant’s, you would have fish, red mullet with some meat on a bed of lentils cooked with 
garlic. And it was quite something... It is not usual to mix meat and fish together! He did it and it was 
delicious!” 


